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PERIODICITY IN DIFFUSIVE AGE-STRUCTURED SEIR MODELS 

William E. Fitzgibbon, Jeff Morgan, and Mary E. Parrott 

ABSTRACT. We consider a diffusive variant of the basic age-structured SEIR epi- 
demic model with time dependent source terms. The source term for susceptibles 
appears as a forcing term and the source term for the infectives appears as a 
boundary condition at the age boundary a — 0. We produce the a priori estimates 
requisite for guaranteeing the existence of time periodic solutions in response to 
time periodicity in the forcing functions. Properties of the periodic solutions are 
also investigated. 

1. Introduction 

Our long-range concern is to assess the input of temporal variations on the geographic 
spread of disease through an age-structured population. Here the concern is to deter- 
mine how seasonal or daily fluctuations in the ecology of the host or vector populations 
affect the spread of infection. In the work at hand, we shall confine our attention to a 
simple diffusive SEIR model and establish the existence of periodic solutions resulting 
from periodic source terms, removal terms, and contact rates. 

Although there has been a considerable amount of work pertaining to periodic- 
ity and diffusive systems in mathematical biology, most of it has been concerned 
with Lotka-Volterra systems, cf. [11] and the references contained therein. Periodicity 
within the context of population dynamics has been treated in [12, 13, 18]. In [13], 
periodic solutions are shown for a spatially-dependent Gurtin-MacCamy model with 
periodic coefficients and a periodic external supply term, and the results are applied to 
a non-fatal SIR epidemic model. Our work juxtaposes techniques recently developed 
for diffusive, age-dependent epidemic models [2, 4-6] with methods for periodicity in 
general reaction diffusion systems [14]. 

The model which we consider will be a variant of the basic age-structured SEIR 
model where we consider a population subdivided into four subclasses: susceptible, 
exposed, infective, and removed. We assume that contact between susceptibles and 
infectives produces exposed individuals and that a "mass action" term proportional 
to the product of the susceptibles and the infectives governs the transmission from the 
susceptible to the exposed class. The exposed class consists of individuals in whom 
the disease is latent and cannot be communicated. The period of latency is assumed 
to commence immediately upon infection and have duration r > 0. Individuals pass 
directly from the exposed to the infective state, and they remain infective for the 
remainder of the duration of the disease. We assume a fixed interval of infectivity 
[r, r + <T\.   The removed class consists of individuals who have died or who have 
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acquired permanent immunity by virtue of recovery. In either case, these individuals 
no longer affect the dynamics of progression of the disease. We assume that individuals 
are "harvested" to the removed class from both the exposed and the infective classes 
with a removal rate X(t) > 0. Individuals who survive the harvesting pass through 
the age boundary at r + a. What distinguishes the present situation from a standard 
age-dependent SEIR epidemic model is the presence of time-periodic sources for the 
susceptible and infected. The source term for the susceptibles appears as a forcing 
term on the right-hand side of the equation for susceptibles. The source for the 
infected has a somewhat more subtle representation because it will portray entry 
into the process when the age of the infection is zero. We shall assume that our 
population disperses through a bounded region and remains confined to this region 
for all time. The mechanism of dispersion is assumed to be random Brownian motion 
and is approximated in the standard manner by the diffusion operator. 

2. The basic equations and preliminary results 

This section is devoted to preliminary material which places initial-value problems 
within the framework of abstract evolution equations. The results presented in this 
section are general in that they require no assumptions on periodicity. 

Throughout, ft shall be a bounded domain in Rn which lies locally on one side of 
its boundary dfl. We assume that dQ is an (n — l)-dimensional C1+£(0 < e < 1) 
manifold. We introduce three independent variables #, t, and a representing the 
n-dimensional spatial position, the elapsed time, and the age of the infection in an 
individual, respectively. The basic state variables are u(x, t) and ^(z, £, a) representing 
the time-dependent spatial density of susceptibles and the time-dependent density of 
the infection with respect to space and age, respectively. Integration of ^(z, £, a) with 
respect to a over the periods of latency and infectivity yields the spatial density of the 
exposed class z(x,t) and the infective class ^(a;,^): 

z{x,t)= [ e(x,t,a)da, xeQ,    t>0 (2.1a) 
./o 

t,(x,t,a)da,       xefl,    t>0 (2.1b) r v(xit)=  I 

The populations of the susceptible class, S(t), the exposed class, E(t), and the infective 
class, /(£), can be obtained by integration over Ct with respect to x: 

S(t) = / u(x, t) dx,       E(t) = / z(x, t) dx,        I{t) = f v(x, t) dx. (2.2) 
Jo, Jn Jet 

irtial differential equations governs the process: 

= diAu(x, t) - r(t)u(x, t)v(x, t) + /(x, t) (2.3a) 

The following system of partial differential equations governs the process: 

du(x,t) 
dt 

a^o) + d£(xt,a) = ^^^ ^     _ ^ 
at aa 

for x € fi, t > 0, and o € [0,r + a]. Homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, 

du{x,t) _ d£(x,t,a) _ .      . 

—fcT-    dn    -0 (2-3c) 

x e dft, t > 0, a £ (0, r + a] (where d/dn denotes the outward normal derivative), 
insure that the populations remain confined to ft for all time. Because the differential 
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operator appearing on the left-hand side of (2.3b) is first-order hyperbolic, we need to 
prescribe initial data for ^(x, t, a) when t = 0 and a = 0. We have: 

u(x, 0) = uo(x) for x e H, (2.3d) 

^(a?, 0, a) = 4(a?, a) for x € fi, a G [0, r + tr],     (2.3e) 

ifa t, 0) := B(x, t) = r(t)u(x, t)v(a;, t) + /i(a;, t)    for x G fi, t > 0. (2.3f) 

We make the following assumptions on the contact rate, the removal rate, the diffusion 
coefficients, the initial data, and the terms f(x,t) and h(x,t): 

(i) r(t), A(t) > 0 for all t and r( •), A( •) € C^O, oo), 

(ii) f(x,t) >0ioTxeCt,t>0, 

(iii) h(x, t) > 0 for x e fi, t > 0, and /i(a;, t) > 0 on a set of positive measure in 

(iv) /(•, •) and /i( •, •) are continuously differentiable in each variable, 

(v) uo(x) > 0 for x e fi, and iio( •) € C'(fi), 

(vi) ^o(^jtt) > 0 for x e fi and a G [0,T + (J], and £o is continuous in the first variable 
and continuously differentiable in the second variable, 

(vii) di, d2 > 0. 

We shall collectively refer to conditions (i)-(vii) as the "given hypotheses." 
We say that a pair (u,£) is a solution to (2.3a)-(2.3f) on / C i? provided 

(u( - ,t),t( • ,£, •)) satisfies (2.3a)-(2.3f) for t e L 
We note, however, that because of our techniques of obtaining solutions, namely the 

method of integrating along characteristics and the method of steps, equation (2.3b) 
will not, in general, hold when t — a = 0, r, or r 4- or. If the following compatibility 
condition is satisfied, then (2.3b) will hold for all 0 < a < T + a and t > 0: 

/T+<7 

£o(x,a)da + h(x,0). (C) 

The following theorem is established by means of arguments similar to those estab- 
lishing Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.3 following the proof of this proposition. 

Theorem 2.1. // the given hypotheses are satisfied, then for each pair {^0(^)^0 
(x,a)} there exists a unique, globally-defined solution pair {u(x,t),£(x,t, a)} of (2.3a)- 
(2.3f). For each x € Q, t > 0, a G [0, r + a], u(x, t) > 0 and t(x, t, a) > 0. 

We shall find it convenient to use the abstract theory of linear semigroups and 
evolution operators. Standard references for this material include [7, 9, 15, 17]. We 
will work in the Banach space C(fi) and define a time-dependent family of densely- 
defined closed linear operators, {A(£)|£ > 0}, by: 

(A(t)v) (x) = (d2Av - X(t)v) (x) (2.4a) 

with 

D(A(t)) = {ve C(Ii) I v e C2(TL) and |^ = 0 on dQ}. (2.4b) 

It is well known that each A(s) so defined is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic 
semigroup {Ts(t) \ t > 0} on C(fi). We let {T0(t) \ t > 0} be the semigroup generated 
by (2.4a) and (2.4b) when X(t) = 0. The family {A(t) \ t > 0} is the propagator of 
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a linear evolution system {V(t,s) \0 < s <t < 00} on C(f2). This evolution system 
functions as the solution operator for the time-dependent heat equation associated 
with (2.4a) and (2.4b), i.e., if 0Q(.) G 67(0) and 9(x,t) = (y(t,s)9o)(x), then Ofat) 
is the classical solution to the linear parabolic initial-boundary value problem, 

^ = d2A0(x, t) - \(t)0(x, t),       xeti,    t>89 (2.5a) 

86 
— = 0,       xedft,    t>s, (2.5b) 
on 

Q(x, s) = 6o(x),       xe H. (2.5c) 

Elementary arguments give the following representation for F(£, s): 

V(t, s) = exp( - / \(TJ) dri)T0(t - s). (2.6) 

Because {T0(t) \ t > 0} is non-expansive, this produces an estimate on the operator 
norm 

||V(t>s)||00,n < ™v(-Js Kv)dfi)    ioi0<s<t (2.7) 

We use the evolution system to represent solutions to (2.3b). 

Proposition 2.2. Let {^(a?,t),^(a;,t, a)} be a solution pair of (2.3a)-(2.3f). The so- 
lution of (2.3b) may be represented along the characteristic line a — t = cin terms of 
the linear evolution operator V( •, •) as: 

e(x, t, a) = V(t, 0)4(•, a - t){x) 

for x G fi, 0<t<a<T + G, and 

(!,{x, t, a) = V (t, t — a) \r(t — a)u( •, t — a)v( •, t — a) + h{ •, t — a)] (x) 

for x efl, t> a, and a G [0, r + cr]. 

Proof We employ the method of characteristics, cf. [4, 19, 20]. For cE R and a—t = c, 
we introduce the cohort function, 

wc(x,t)=£(x,t,t + c). (2.8) 

Direct computation yields 

d-^ = De(x,t,t + c) 

where D — d/dt + d/da is the transport derivative. We set tc = max{0, —c} and 
observe that by (2.3b) and (2.3c), the partial differential equation for the density of 
infection with respect to age assumes the form 

dWc(x^ = D£(X9t,t + c) = d2Awc(xJt) - \(t)wc(x,t) (2.9a) 
(su 

for x G fi, t > tc, with 

0    =0,       xedti,    t>tc. (2.9b) 
on 
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Solutions to (2.9a) and (2.9b) may be represented by means of the abstract variation 
of parameters formula, 

wc(-,t) = T*(t-tc)wc(-,tc)- f T0(t-s)X(s)wc(-,s)ds, (2.10) 
Jtc 

and may also be represented via the evolution operator as 

wc{-,t) = V(t,tc)wc(-,tc). (2.11) 

If c = a -1 > 0, then tc = 0, and we have by (2.3e), (2.8), and (2.10), 

*(-,t,a) = u>c(-,t) 

= r0(tK(-,0)- / T0(t-s)X{s)wc(-,s)ds 
Jo 

= T0(t)4( •, a -1) - f T0(t - s)X(s)£( ■ ,s,s + a-t)ds. (2.12) 
Jo 

In terms of the evolution operator, we have, 

*(., *, a) = V(t,0)£o( ',a-t),       t<a. (2.13) 

If c = a -1 < 0, then tc = -c = t - a, and we have 

e(-,t,a) = To(a)wc(-,t-a)- f    T0(t - «)A(a)*(- ,s,s + a -t)ds 
Jt—a 

= To{a)e( ■, t - a, 0) - [    T0(t - s)A(s)^( •, s, s + a - t) ds 
Jt—a 

= r0(a)B( •, * - a) - I    T0(t- s)X(s)£( ■, s, s + a -1) ds. (2.14) 
Jt-a 

Using the evolution operator we have, 

*(-,t>a) = V(t,t-a)*(-,t-a,0) 
= V(t,t-a)B(-,t-a) 
= V(t,t-a)[r(t-a)u(-,t-a)v(-,t-a) + h{-,t-a)],    t>a.    (2.15) 

□ 

Remark 2.3. We have shown that if solutions of (2.3a)-(2.3f) exist, then the solution 
of (2.3b) has the representation given by (2.13) and (2.15). Having obtained this 
representation, it is possible to solve our system (2.3a)-(2.3f) via the method of steps. 
This procedure is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [4] and so is omitted. 

We use the foregoing and (2.1a) and (2.1b) to provide an alternative formulation 
of (2.3a)-(2.3f). If we integrate equation (2.3b) with respect to age of the infection 
over the intervals of latency, [0, r], and infectivity, [r,r + a], we obtain the following 
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system: 

du(x, t) 
dt 

dz(x, t) 

= diAu(x, t) - r(t)u(x, t)v(x, t) + f(x, t)y (2.16a) 

= dzAz(x, t) + e{x, t, 0) - t{x, t, T) - X(t)z(x, t), (2.16b) 

d2 Az(x, t) + r(t)u(x, t)v(x, t) + h(x, t) — £(x, t, r) — \(t)z(x, t) 

d2Av(x,t) + t{x,t,T) -£(x,t,T + a)- A(t)z;(a;,*), (2.16c) 

= 0,    xedti,    t>0, (2.16d) 

dt 
= d2 Az(x, t) + r(t)u(x, t)v(x, t) + h(x, t) — £(x, t, r) — \(t)z(x, t) 

dv(x,t) 
dt 

for x e fl and t > 0, with boundary conditions, 

du(x,t) __ dz(x,t) __ dv(x,t) 

dn dn dn 
and initial conditions, 

u(X) 0) = UQ(X),    Z(X, 0) = zo(x) = /   £Q(X, a) da, (2.16e) 
^o 

£o(x,a)da,    XGQ. 

We note here that the assumption (mentioned in the Introduction) that individuals 
from both the exposed and infective classes are removed at the same rate, A(£), follows 
from the assumption of a single underlying infection density function, £, from which 
the spatial densities of both classes are defined (cf. (2.1a), (2.1b), and (2.3b)). 

We shall find it convenient to let 

Ufa t) = (ufa *), zfa t), vfa £))T, (2.17) 

and define, for x € fi, t > r + cr, 

/i fa t, U) = ffa t) - r{t)ufa t)vfa t), (2.18) 

f2fat,U) = r(t)ufat)vfat) - [V(t,t-T)(h(.,t-T) 

+ r(t - T)U( >,t- T)V( •, t - T))] (X) + hfa t) 

hfat1U)=[V(t,t-T)(h(^t-T)+r(t--T)u(',t--T)v(^t-T))](x) 

- [V(t,t-T-<T)(h(-,t-T-ar) 

+ r( •, t — r — <J)U( •, t — r — a)v( •, t — r — <J))] (x). 

Then we note that by (2.3f) and Proposition 2.2 for t > r + a, (2.16a)-(2.16c) takes 
the form 

du(x, t) 
dt 

dz(x,t) 
dt 

dvfat) 

= di&ufat) + hfat, U), (2.19a) 

= (h&zfat)-\(t)zfat) + f2fat,U), (2.19b) 

.       = d2&vfa t) - X(t)vfa t) + f3fa t, U). (2.19c) 
at 

Because A(t), as defined by (2.4a) and (2.4b), generates an analytic semigroup, 
{Tt(s) | s > 0}, — A(t) is a sectorial operator and fractional powers of — A(t) may be 
computed, cf. [7, 9, 15, 17]. We set 

A{t) = -A(t), (2.20) 
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and for a > 0, define 

A~a{t)=W)L sa~lTt{s)ds (2-2i) 

where r(-) denotes the Eulerian gamma function. It is known that A~~a(i) is a 
compact operator on C(fi) for each t > 0 and has a well-defined, albeit unbounded 
inverse. We define Aa(t) = (^(t))-1 and can show that Aa^{t) = Aa(t)Afi{t) for 
a, ft E R. Moreover, there exists K(a) > 0 and 7 > 0 so that 

||Ia(t)y(t,S)||o0)fi<ir(a)(<-S)-ae-^-s),    a>0,    0 < a < t, (2.22) 

and 

||I»2-Q(S)||oon<if(a)(r-S),    0<a<l,    r,S>0. (2.23) 

Finally, we know that the operator V(t, s) is a compact mapping of C(fi) to itself, 
cf. [1]. We have the following compactness result. 

Proposition 2.4. Let A be a bounded subset o/C(fi)xC(Qx[0,r+cr]) andTi > r+a. 
IfB(Ti) is the subset of 0(0) x 0(0) x CfU) consisting of solutions to (2.16a)-(2.16e) 
at t = Ti with initial data uo('), zo(') = JQ £o(x,a)da, vo(') = /J" *£o(x,a)da 
where {uo( • ),^o( •, •)} € A, then B(Ti) is precompact. Moreover, uniformly bounded 
trajectories of solutions are precompact 

Proof We can obtain an a priori estimate for \\u( •, Ti)!^^ using standard parabolic 
techniques and use the representation formulae (2.14) and (2.15) to obtain an a priori 
estimate for ||^(-,Ti, Olloo^x^r+o-]- This will provide estimates for (^(-jTi))^^ 
and IM'jTiJHoo^ by using (2.1a) and (2.1b). In proving that B(Ti) is precompact, 
we shall confine our attention to the third component of the equations (2.16a)-(2.16e), 
namely (2.16c). (The arguments for the other two components are similar.) We have 

V^^ = d2&v(x91) - \(t)v(x,t) + £(x,t,T) - tfat,r + a), 

v(x,0) = vo(x) (2.24) 

for x G ft, 0 < t < Ti. This may be written abstractly as 

^ = il(tMt) + F(.|t)f 

t;(0) = VQ (2.25) 

where F( •, t) =<£(•, t, r) — £( •, t, r + <T), and where it is understood that the point- 
wise evaluation v(t)(x) = v(x,t). Solutions to (2.25) have the abstract variation of 
parameters representation, 

v(t) = V(t,0)VQ + f V(t,s)F(.,8)d8 (2.26) 
Jo 

for 0 < t < Ti. By the boundedness of {u( •, t), ^( •,£), i;( •, t) \ t e [0,Ti]} with initial 
data uo( •), zo( •), vo( •) G *A (obtained in a similar fashion as S(Ti) above), (2.7), and 
Proposition 2.2, there exists a positive constant Mi such that 

8up{||F(-,*)||OO|n|t€[0,ri]}<Mi 
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We let II3JBCZ1) be the third component of B(Ti), and we shall argue that Aa(0)113 
JB(TI) is uniformly boimded for 0 < a < 1. If we apply Aa(Ti) to v(Ti) and use (2.26) 
and (2.22), we produce the estimate, 

P«(r1)t;(rx)(.)|L|n < K(a)Tre-^ WM^Woofi 

+ K(a)M1 f 
1(Ti-fl)-ae-'1,<Tl-*><fe 

Jo 

< K(a)Tre-^ |bo(-)IU + ^WMi^i^ •    (2-27) 

We set M2 equal to the right-hand side of (2.27) and observe that by (2.27) and (2.23), 

11^(0)030(^)1^^ = H^Wl-^TOl^TOnaem)!!^ (1) 
< T1K(a)M2. (2.28) 

Because UsBiT^ = l-Q:(0)lQ:(0)n3S(Ti), it is the image of a bounded set under 
a compact transformation and hence is precompact. The second assertion of the 
proposition follows from a juxtaposition of the foregoing argument and the proof of 
Lemma 3.5 in [4]. □ 

Proposition 2.5. Let {w(a;,^),^(x,t, a)} be a solution pair to (2.3a)-(2.3f) on [0, Xi] 
with initial data {uo(x),£o(x,a)} for x e fi and a G [0,r + cr]. If Ti > T + a and 
^(Ti) is the mapping from (7(0) x C(fi x [0, r + a}) defined as 

[HTi)]{uo{-)M-, •))(*.<*) = {tifoTO^foTx.o)}, (2.29) 

then ^{Ti) is a compact operator. 

Proof. The continuity of the mapping follows from continuous dependence arguments 
associated with well-posedness. Compactness in the first component is an immediate 
consequence of the previous proposition and compactness in the second component 
follows from the representation of t(x, t, a) given in Proposition 2.2 and the precom- 
pactness of B(Ti). □ 

The results obtained in this section apply to general systems of the type (2.3a)- 
(2.3f) having time-dependent source terms, mortality rates, and contact rates. For 
the remainder of the paper, we restrict our attention to the special case where these 
terms and rates are periodic functions of time. 

3. Periodicity and formulation of the fixed point problem 

We place the following periodicity assumption upon our model: 

(P)    There exists a T* > r + a so that 

(i) A(* + T*) = A(t), r(t + r*) = r(t) for all t > 0, 
(ii)/(-,* + r*) = /(.,«), /i(.,t + T*) = /i(.,*)foralH>0. 

The second part of the above stipulates a periodic source term for both the susceptible 
and the infected populations. Prom the viewpoint of modeling, we can consider this 
replenishment due to a fixed periodic spatially-dependent birthrate. We also assume 
periodicity in the contact and the mortality rates; however, these coefficients may very 
well be constant. Henceforth, we shall use the symbol T* exclusively to denote the 
period of the given condition (P). 
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By a "periodic solution with period T*," we mean a pair {u(x,t),£(x,t, a)} which 
satisfies (2.3a)-(2.3f) so that for allt > 0, a e [0, r + a], x e ft, 

(i)u(x,t + T*) = u(x,t), 

(ii) ifat + T*^) = £(x,t,a). 

Our periodic solutions shall be realized by demonstrating the existence of a fixed point 
for the mapping ^{T*). Here, our principle tool will be the following variant of the 
Schauder Fixed Point Theorem which is given in [8]. 

Theorem 3.1 (Fixed Point Theorem). Let X be a Banach space and J : X —» X be 
a compact map. Assume that there exists a constant C > 0 such that \\z\\ < C for all 
z satisfying z = /3Jz for (5 e (0,1). Then there exists a fixed point z* of J such that 
\\z*\\<C. 

In the present context, we designate X = C(fi) x C(Q. x [0, r + cr]) with the norm 
|| • || computed as the sum of the supremum norms of the components. We set WQ = 
(uo(' )> A)( • j •)) and consider solutions to 

wo = /?;F(r>o,        0 < 0 < 1, (3.1) 

where ,F(T*) is defined by (2.29). The solution set to (3.1) will be denoted by A(T*), 
i.e., 

A(T*) = {wo e X | wo = PF(T*)wo   for some 0 </?< l}. (3.2) 

Because we showed that ^(T*) is a compact mapping in Section 2, we can apply 
the Fixed Point Theorem if we provide a priori estimates for the set A(T*). These 
estimates will be obtained in the subsequent section. 

4. A priori estimates 

In order to obtain a priori estimates for the set A(T*), we shall obtain a priori esti- 
mates for u( •, T*), z( -, T*), and v( •, T*) using equations (2.16a)-(2.16e) and (2.19a)- 
(2.19c). Our first result provides Li estimates on the space-time cylinder Q, x (0,T*). 
In what follows, \\u( •, • )lli,fix(o,T*) = Jo  Jn u(x, t)dxdt 

Lemma 4.1.  There exists a constant Ci > 0 so that if (uo{ •), A)( * > *)) € A(T*) and 

zo(x) = /   to(%, a) da,    vo(x) = /       £o{x,a)da 

for x e Cl, then 

\H •,•) + «(•»•) + «(•» • )lli>nx(o,r*) < Ci. 
The constant Ci is independent ofuo, t>o and /?. 

Proof We note that if (uo( • )Jo( •, •)) € A(T*), then uo(x) = (3u(x, T*) and 4(x, a) = 
(3t(x,T*,a) for some /? € (0,1). Thus, 

zo(x) = z(x,0) — I   £(x10,a)da= /   £o{x,a)da 
Jo Jo 

= /? / £(x,T*,a)da = pz{x,T*). (4.1) 
Jo 
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Similarly, 

vo(x) = v(x,0) = Pv(x,T*). (2) 

From (2.16a), we have 

du 
— (z, t) = diAu(x, t) - r(t)u(x9 t)v(x91) + f{x, t). (4.3) 
ot 

Integrating (4.3) over the space-time cylinder fi x (0,r*), we obtain 

||«(-,n||lin+ I jj{t)u{x,t)v{x,t)dxdt= IMOIU + IW-. OIILOXCCT.) 

= )8H-,n||1,n + ll/(-,-)lli,nx(oIr.). 

This yields 

/   /r(^Ma;,tMa;^)da;^<(^-l)||^(.,r*)||lfi + ir<ii: (4.4) 

where K = ||/(-, Olli.nxCo.T*)- Prom (2.3b)-(2.3f), we know that the function 
^(a;, t, a) satisfies the equations: 

— + — = d2At-\(t)e, xefl,    t>09    aelOiT + a], 

£(x909a) =£o(x,a)9 xefl,    a e [0,r + a], 

£(x, t, 0) = r(t)u(x, t)v(x91) + fe(a?, *),       re G H,    t > 0, 

dl, 
-^- = 0, xedtl,       t>0,    ae(0,T + cr]. 
on 

We also know that £Q(X9 a) and r(t)u(x9 t)v(x, t) are nonnegative for x G O, t > 0, and 
a G [0, r + cr). We let L(a;, t9 a) denote the solution to the problem: 

-T^ + T^ = d2&L - \{t)L, xeQ,    t>09    ae[0,T + o], 
ot      oa 
L(a;,0,a) = 0, x G H,    aG[0,r + ^], 

£(#,£,0) = h(x,t)9 xeTi,    t>09 

— = 0, a^Gafi,    t>0,    a€(0,r + £7]. 
an 

(L is obtained in a similar manner as t.) By the comparison principle, t(x, £, a) > 
L(x9t9a). Furthermore, since we have ft(2?,£) nonnegative and not identically zero on 
fi x (0,T*), we must have L(x9t,a) positive on some open subset of fl x (0,T*) x 
(r, r + cr). As a result, 

£(x919 a)da> I       L(x9 £, a) da. 

This yields the fact that v(x91) is positive and bounded below on some open subset 
of fi x (0,T*). Since r is positive, we can find an open subset of fl x (0,r*), which 
we call E, and a positive constant 8 such that 

r(t)v(x, t)>8   for (rr, t) G E. (4.5) 
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We now multiply equation (4.3) by u and integrate over ft x (0,T*) to obtain 

du     ,    A 2 u-r— diuAu + ru v = uf, 
at 

||^2(.,T*)||in + 2d1 f   [ \Vu\2dxdt + 2 [   [ ru2vdxdt (4.6) 
' Jo Jsi Jo JQ 

rp* 

= N(-)||in + 2/   I ufdxdt. 
Jo Jn 

Using the fact that ^0( •) = Pu( •, T*) for some /3 € (0,1), (4.5), and Young's inequal- 
ity, (4.6) yields 

rp* rp* rp* 

2di [   I \Vu\2dxdt + 25 [   [ u2{x,t)dxdt<2 [   [ ufdxdt 
Jo Jn Jo JE JO JQ 

<£ I    f u2dxdt+- I    [ fdxdt 
Jo JQ e Jo JQ 

(4.7) 

for e > 0. We know that (cf., for example, [16, Chapter 11A]) u(x, t) = u(t) +u*(x,t) 
where u(t) = jh JQ U{X^ t)dx, and the residue ^(cc, t) has the property that 

[ (u*(x,t))2dx < ai / \Vu(x,t)\2dx (4.8) 
JQ JQ 

for a positive constant ai. Using Young's inequality, we have 

/ u2{x, t) dx<a2 / u2(t) dx + as / (u*(x, t))2 dx (4.9) 
JQ JQ JQ 

for some positive constants 0,2 and 03. Since 

/ u2(t) dx = |fi|tl2(t) = H / iZ2(t) dx (4.10) 

and 

/ w2(t)d!a;<a4 / u2(x,t)dx + 0,5 / (n*(a;,t))2(ia; (4.11) 

for some positive constants 04 and as, (4.8)-(4.11) yield 

/ ii2(a;,t)dx < JSTi / u2{x,t)dx + K2 [ \Vu(x,t)\2dx (4.12) 
Jn JE Jn 

for some positive constants JRTI and K2. Consequently, if we choose e sufBciently small 
in (4.7), then we obtain the bounds 

rp* 

I    I u2(x,t)dxdt<K3 (4.13) 
Jo JQ 

and 

/   [ \Vu(x,t)\2dxdt<KA (4.14) 
Jo Jn 
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for some positive constants K3 and K4.   By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (4.13) 
yields a positive constant K5 such that 

/    [ u(x,t)dxdt<K5. (4.15) 
Jo Jn 

We integrate equation (2.16b) over ft x (0,T*) to obtain 

||*(-,r*)||in+ /    I £(x,t,T)dxdT+ I    I \{t)z{x,t)dxdt 
'      Jo JQ JO JQ. 

^ ll;2:o(,)||ifi+ /   / r(t)u{x,t)v(x,t)dxdt (4.16) 
'      Jo Jn 

which yields, by (4.1) and (4.4), 

/    / \(t)z(x, t) dxdt<K (4.17) 
Jo Jo. 

and 

/   / £{x, t, T) dx db < K. (4.18) 
Jo Jn 

Since A is positive and bounded on [0,T*], (4.17) yields 

/    I z(x,t)dxdt<Ke (4.19) 
JO Jn 

for a positive constant KQ. In a similar fashion, we obtain, upon integrating equation 
(2.16c) and using (4.2) and (4.18), 

/    [ v(x,t)dxdt<K7 (4.20) 
Jo Jn 

for a positive constant K7. The bounds (4.15), (4.19), and (4.20) yield the conclusion 
of the lemma. □ 

Lemma 4.2.  There exists a constant C2 > 0 so that if (t£o(*)>A)(* > *)) e A(T*), 
then 

niax{||t.(.,n|U,||<(-,2-, OlUxp,^} <Cb. 
The constant C2 is independent ofuo, £o> and /3. 

Proof. We begin working with equation (2.16a). We let yi( •, •) be the Green's func- 
tion associated with the problem 

-^(x, t) = diApfa t), x e ft,    t > 0, (4.21a) 

|^0M) = O, xedfi,   t>o. (4.2ib) 

Using the Duhamel formula, we have 
rp* 

u(x,T*)= f gi(x-y,r*)«o(») dy + f   f g1 (x - y,T* - s)f(y,s) dyds 
Jn Jo JQ 

-       I gi(x-y,T* - s)r(s)u(y, s)v(y, s) dy ds. (4.22) 
Jo Jn 
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Hence, 

IK• • nlU * M•'r)L,alho(• )||1|0 + ll/(•, • JlUnxaw). (4-23) 
Here we have used the positivity of g, r, u, v and the fact that 

\ f 9i(- -y,T*-s)f(y,S)dy <||/(-,a)||oo,n. (4-24) 
oo,fi 

Wenowneedan apnohboundon ||^o(-)l|i,n for (wo(-)^o(-j •)) € A(r*). The Mean 
Value Theorem, together with Lemma 4.1, guarantees that there exists an 77* E [0, T*] 
so that 

IK^)iU<£ (4-25) 
for a positive constant C. Then, similar to (4.22), we have 

u(x9T*)= [ gi(x-y,T*-ri*)u(yiri*)dv+ [   [ gi(x - V,T* - s)f{y,s)dyds 
JQ Jri* Jn 

- gi(x-y,T*-s)r(s)u(y,s)v(y,s)dyds. (4.26) 
./77*«/Q 

Using (4.25), this yields 

|K-,n||in<||«(-,»?*)||in+ fT I f(y,s)dyds = C (4.27) 
J<n* Jn 

for a positive constant C. Here we have used the fact that 

I! [ &(. -y,T^^)u{y^)dy        <\H'^)\\ia. (4.28) 
ll«/n i,n 

Since (wo( •),4( •, •)) G A(T*), ^o( •) = M •, T*) for some 0 < /? < 1. Thus, from 
(4.27), we have 

IMOlkn^. (4.29) 
The Loo bound for w(. ,T*) now follows from (4.23) and (4.29). 

We now wish to produce an a priori bound for p(-,T*, •)lloo,fix[ofT+0']« To this 
end, we begin by producing an a priori bound for w(x,t) = z(x,t) 4- v(x,t). Again, 
using the Mean Value Theorem and Lemma 4.1, we see that there exists an 77* € [0, T*] 
and a positive constant K so that 

N-.0||ll0<^. (4-30) 
We return to equation (2.16a) and integrate on Q x (0,£), £ e (0,T*], to obtain 

IW-»*)l|i,n+. /  / r(8)u(x,s)v(x,8)dxds=\\uo(')\\lcl+ /  / f{x,s)dxds. 
JoJn '      Jo Jn 

(4-31) 

The bound obtained in (4.29) for \\UQ{ • )||i5ft will yield a positive constant Ki so that 

sup    /   I r(s)u(x)s)v{x^s)dxds<Ki. (4.32) 
t€[0,T*] JO Jn 
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By adding equations (2.16b) and (2.16c), we see that w = z + v satisfies 

-^(x, t) = d2Aw(x, t) + £(x, t, 0) - \(t)w(x, t) - e(x, t,T + a). (4.33) 

Using the positivity of £(•, •, •) and w(', •), and (2.3f), we integrate (4.33) over 
fi x (ri*,t),t e [77*,T*], to observe that 

||^(-^)||i,fi < ||'w;(,57/*)|lifi + /   / h(xis)dxds+ /    / r(s)u(x,s)v(x9s)dxds. 
'      ^77* J^ 777* Jn 

(4.34) 

Consequently, by (4.30) and (4.32), we are assured a positive constant K2 so that 

H-,n||1)n<^2, (4-35) 

and because (WOCOJ^OC* » •)) ^ A(T*), we can conclude, upon using (4.1) and (4.2), 
that 

|ho(-)||1,o<^. (4.36) 

By using the Duhammel formula and (4.3), similar to (4.22), we find for t e (0,T*], 

M •,t)||00|n < ||tio(• JlUn + ll/(•' *)IUfix(o,T*). 

Thus, there is a positive constant K3 so that 

M-,t)\\oo,n<K3 (4.37) 

for t e [0, T*] where we have again used the fact that (^o( •), ^o( •, •)) ^ A(T*), which 
yields a uniform bound on UQ(') from (4.23) and (4.29). Because of (4.37) and the 
fact that 0 < v(x, t) < w(x, t) = z(x, t) + v(x, t), we obtain from (4.33), 

-£ (a?, *) < d2Aw(x, t) + Kiwtx, t) + h(x, t),    xeQ,    t e (0, T*], (4.38a) 
(sC 

^(a?, t) = 0,    x G Ol,    * G (0, T*], (4.38b) 

w(x, 0) = ^oW = zo{x) + vo(x),    xeU, (4.38C) 

where iiQ = KsS\ipter0iT^r(t). We let ^(-j •) be the Green's function associated 
with the problem 

^(x,t) = d2Ap(x,t) + Ktpfat),    xeQ,    te (0,T*], (4.39a) 

?£(x,t) = 0,    xedCl,    t€(0,r*]. (4.39b) 
on 

If we let 0(x, t) satisfy the equation 

0(x,t)= / g2(x-y,t)wo(y)dy+ / / g2(x-y,t- s)h(y,s)dyds, (4.40) 
Jn Jo Jft 

then the comparison principle will yield 

0<w(x,t) <0{x,t). (4.41) 

Hence, we may apply the Holder inequality to observe that 

H-.nL^slM^nLjMoiL.o+iw-.oiicoflxco.r.).     (4.42) 
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Using (4.36), the above yields a positive constant K5 so that 

M-.nlUoSJfc, (4-43) 
and also 

|M-)|U<tf5. (4.44) 

Returning to (4.40) and (4.41), we observe that 

IK ■ ,<)||oo,n < |M• )|L,n + IIM •. • )lloo,nx(o,T.) (4-45) 

for t € [0, T*]. Thus, we have the uniform bounds on z( •, t) and v( •, t) given by 

\\z(-,t)\\oo,n<Ke (4.46) 

and 

IK-,t)||oo,n<^6 (4.47) 

for t G [0,T*] where KQ = K5 + \\h( •, • )lloo,nx(o,r*)- We recall from Proposition 2.2 
that if a G [0, r + cr], then 

^,T*,a)= [y(T*,T*-a)(/i(.,r*-a) 
+ r(T* - a)u( •, T* - a)t;( •, T* - a))] (x). (4.48) 

By virtue of the bounds on \\u{ •, T*)!^^ and ||v( •, T*)!!^^ (from (4.23) and (4.47)), 
we have K7 > 0 so that 

IK-'^'OL,^^,]^^. (4.49) 

This yields, via the fact that (uo( •), 4>( •, *)) ^ A(T*), the uniform bound 

N-iOlUxp,^]^^. (4.50) 

D 

Recent work, [2, 4-6], has produced the somewhat surprising observation that in 
many instances, it is much simpler to obtain a priori estimates for systems which 
involve both age dependence and diffusion than it is for systems which only involve 
diffusion. The case at hand illustrates this point. System (2.16a)-(2.16e) may be 
viewed as a system of reaction-diffusion type involving delays. The recent paper 
[14] establishes criteria sufficient to guarantee the existence of periodic solutions to 
reaction diffusion systems. It would have been possible to adapt the techniques from 
[14] and to use duality arguments coupled with an iteration producing Lp space-time 
cylinder bounds for an increasing sequence of p's to obtain the desired a priori L^ 
bound for £(x,T*,a). However, the argument given here is much simpler and more 
straightforward. We are led to conjecture that estimates obtained for reaction-diffusion 
systems with an "artificial age dependence" may be used to approximate estimates 
for reaction-diffusion systems in a manner analogous to the estimates obtained via 
approximation of conservation laws by vanishing viscosity arguments. 
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5. Main results 

We now provide sufficient conditions to yield periodic solutions. 

Theorem 5.1. Assume the given hypothesis (i)-(vii) of Section 2 and (P) of Sec- 
tion 3. Then there exists a solution pair {u{x, t), £(#, t, a)} to (2.3a)-(2.3f) so that for 
t > 0, a G [0, r + a], x G ft, we have 

u{x, t + T*) = u(x, t),        £(x, t + T\a) = £(x, t, a). 

Proof We have demonstrated that the set {^(T^WQ | WQ G A(T^)} where r(T*) is 
defined by (2.29) is a bounded subset of the Banach space X = C(il) x C(ft x [0, r+cr]) 
and that the mapping FiT*) is compact on X. Thus the hypotheses of the Fixed Point 
Theorem stated in Section 3 hold. Therefore, there exists (^o( •), A)( • > •)) £ X and 
an associated solution pair {u(x, t),£(x, t, a)) so that for x G ft and a G [0, r + cr], 

U(X,T*) = UQ(X),       e(x,T*,a) = eo(x,a)- 

If we let (u*(x,t),£*(x,t, a)) = (u(x,t + T*),£(x,t-\-T*,a)), we can apply the unique- 
ness result of Theorem 2.1 to insure that (u{X)t),t,{x,t,a)) = {u(x,t + T*), 
l,(x, t + T*,a)), and we directly infer the existence of a periodic solution. □ 

It is evident that z(x,t + T*) = z(x,t) and v(x,t + T*) = v(x1t), and because 
T* > 0, we have by (2.3f) 

(u(x,T*)J(x,T*,0)) = (uo(x)Jo(x)) 

= (u(x, T*),r(T*)u(x, T*)v{x, T*) + h{x, T*)) 

= {u(x, 0), r{0)u{x, ti)v(x, 0) + h(x, 0)). 

Hence, we see that the compatibility condition (C) holds. We obtain further regularity 
results by applying standard parabolic regularity theory to (2.19b) and (2.19c). It can 
be readily shown that v{ •, t) is eventually C1, and we can use periodicity and condition 
(C) to infer that <£(•,*, a) is C1 for a G [0, r + cr]. 

6. Further considerations 

We have established the existence of a periodic solution to our system (2.3a)-(2.3f) 
under the condition that the periodic source terms /(#, t) and /&(#, t) are nonnegative 
for x G O, t G [0,T*], and h(x,t) > 0 on a set of positive measure in ft x [0,T*]. 
We now look at the cases where one or both of these source terms is zero, and try to 
obtain some qualitative feel for the nature of the periodic solutions. We shall refer to 
a "trivial periodic solution" as one having the form: 

u(xi t) = constant,        £(x, t, a) = 0 (6.1) 

for x G fi, t > 0, and a G [0, r + cr]. We have the following result: 

Proposition 6.1. Assume that the hypotheses (i), (iv)-(vii), (P) of Sections 2 and 3 
hold. 

(a) If f{x,t) = h{x,t) = 0 for all x G ft and t G [0,T*], then every periodic 
solution is a trivial periodic solution, and every solution to the initial-value problem 
(2.3a)-(2.3f) converges to a trivial periodic solution. Ifuo(x) > 0 on a set of positive 
measure, then the constant of (6.1) is positive. 
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(b) // f(X)t) = 0 and h(x,t)i > 0 for x £ Q, and t £ [0,T*], then every uniformly 
bounded solution to (2.3a)-(2.3f) is attracted to the periodic trajectory 

6*(x, a) = {(0, [V(T* + 5,T* + s - a)h{ - ,T* + s - a)]{x)) \ s £ [0,T*]}. 

(c) If f(x,t) > 0 for (x,t) £ a set of positive measure in Q, x [0, T*], and if 
(u(x,t),£(x,t,a)) is a periodic solution pair, then 

t(x, t, a) da ^ 0. r v(x,t) = 

Proof Assertion (c) is the easiest to prove. Assume that (^(a;,t),0) is a periodic 
solution. Then v(x,t) = 0 and (2.3a) becomes 

^A = d1Au(x,t) + f(x,t). 

Integrating over fi x (0,T*), we find that 

o=IK-.n||li0-IM-)||1,n= fT II/(-,*)||I^A, 
Jo 

which is a contradiction. Thus, if f(x,t) > 0 on a set of positive measure and 
(u(x, t),£(X) t, a)) is a periodic solution, then £(x, £, a) ^ 0 and v(x, t) ^ 0. 

To prove (a), we let U(x,t) denote the solution triple to (2.16a)-(2.16e) where 
(2.16a)-(2.16c) have the form (2.19a)-(2.16c) for t > r + a. We can adapt the ar- 
gument of Theorem 3.3 of [4] to observe that, if uo(x) > 0 on a set of positive mea- 
sure, then there exists a positive constant u* so that limt-.oo U(x,i) = (^*,0,0) and 
limt_KX) t(xi t, a) = 0 uniformly in x £ fi, a £ [0,r + a]. Thus, there are no nontrivial 
periodic solutions, and every solution of (2.3a)-(2.3e) converges to a trivial periodic 
solution. 

To establish (b), we begin by observing that equation (2.3a) becomes 

U^^ = diAu(x, t) - r{t)u(x, t)v(x, t) (6.2) 

with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Under the assumption of uniform 
bounds on u(x, t) and £(x, t, a) (and consequently on ^(a:, £)), we can adopt the invari- 
ance methods used in Chapter 14 of [16] to argue that |Vn(a;,£)| and |Vut(a;,£)| are 
uniformly bounded, and then apply the arguments in [3] to infer that ii(x, t) converges 
uniformly to its spatial average u(t); i.e., if 

u(t) = — / u(x,t)dx, 

then 

lim Ka:, 0-11(01100,0=0. (6.3) 
t—>oo 

Integration of (6.2) over f2 immediately yields that u(t) is nonincreasing in t and hence 
must converge to a limit u* > 0, and therefore, 

lim |Ki,0-"100,0 = 0. (6.4) 
t—►oo 
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We may use the representation given by Proposition 2.2 along with the fact that 
h(x, t) is strictly positive and periodic to observe that there exists an e > 0 such that 

£(x, t,a)>e (6.5) 

whenever t > r + or, a G [0, r + or], and x 6 ft. The integration of (6.2) over ft x (0, t) 
yields 

IK-J*)lli,n+ /  / r(8)u(x,s)v(x,s)dxds=\\uo(-)\\1n. 
JoJn 

This implies that 

/  / r(s)u(x,s)v(x,s)dxds= /  / r(s)( e(x,8ia)da\u(x,s)dxds <oo. 

(6.6) 

Letting r* = m£{r(t) \ t e [0,r*]}, and using (6.5), we see that 

/  / r(s)( t(x,s,a)daju(x,s)dxds>r*ea      \\u(-,s)\\hnds, 

which implies by (6.6) that 

/   \\u(',s)\\ltnd8< ^^ /   / r(s)( /       t(x,s,a)da)u(x,s)dxds < oo.     (6.7) 

This further implies that limsup^^ ||w(-,^)||1>fi = 0. However, u(^t) converges to 
the constant function u* in C(ft) and thus must converge to u* in Li(ft), and we may 
thereby conclude that u* = 0 and that ^( •, t) converges uniformly to zero. 

We combine the arguments of Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 3.5 of [4] to argue the 
precompactness of the set {v( • ,t)\t > 0} in C(ft). Because we have seen that u(',t) 
converges, our representation formula from Proposition 2.2 shows that {£( •, t, • )\t > 
0} is precompact in C(ft x [0, r + cr]), and we have thereby shown that the trajectory 
9 = {(u(',t)J(<,t, '))\t > 0} is precompact in X. Letting WQ = (wo(-)>4(-> '))> 
we may draw upon well-known results in dynamical systems theory, cf. [10], to see 
that 0 has a nonempty, compact, connected omega limit set UJ(WO). If w* denotes an 
arbitrary element of ^(WQ), then we have seen that the first component of w* is the 
zero function. Thus, we may assume that w* has the form 

w * = (o, **(.,.)) 

for some £*( •, •) G C(ft x [0,r + cr]). Moreover, there exists an increasing sequence 
{tn} converging to infinity such that 

lim £(x, tn,a) = £* (x, a) 
tn—►oo 

uniformly in ft x [0, r + cr]. 
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It is clear that if n is sufficiently large, we can write 

tn = m(n)T*+T*+t*n 

where m(n) € Z+ and the residual t* € [0,T*]. We can select a subsequence t*, of 
residuals so that 

lim fn, = t*e[0,T*]. 

We relabel the convergent sequence of residuals {£* } and hence 

lim t; = t*€[0,T*]. 
n—>oo 

We observe that 

*(x, tn, a) = €(a:, (m(n) + l)r* + C a), 

and hence 

t(a?,a) = lim *(&, (m(n) + 1)T* + «;,a). 
n^oo 

By the representation formula (2.15), we have, for n sufficiently large, 

e(x,tn,a) = [V(tn,tn - a)(r(tn - a)u(-,tn- a)v(•,tn - a) + ft(•,tn - a))](x). 
(6.8) 

Prom (2.6), we observe that 

lim V(tn, tn-a) = V(T* +t*,T*+t*- a). 
n—+oo 

Also, 

lim r(tn — a)u( •, tn — a)v( •, tn - a) = 0 
n—*oo 

uniformly on ft x [0, r + cr], and 

lim h( •, tn - a) = h( • ,T* +1* - a). 
n—>cx) 

Therefore, using (6.8), we have 

lim ^(x, (m(n) + 1)T* + <, a) = lim £(x, tn, a) 
n—►oo n—►ex) 

= [V(T* +t*,T*+t*-a)h(■,T* + t*- a)](x). 
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Hence, we have shown that any element belonging to the a;-limit set u(wo) is of the 
form 

w* = (0,t(x,a)) 

and 

£.*(x1a)= lim l,(x,tn,a) 
n—*oo 

= \y{T* +t*,T*+t*- a)h( ■,T* + t*- a)] (x). 

We observe that 

(0,[V(T* +t*,T* +t* -a)h(-,T* +t* -a)](x)) € e*(x,a), 

and we have demonstrated that if w(t) = {u(- ,t),£(-,t, •)} is a solution pair to 
(2.3a)-(2.3f), then 

lim dis(K;(tn),6>*(-,-)) = 0. 
n—KX> 

We remark that the pair 

(0, \y(T* +t*,T*+t*- a)h{ •, T* +1* - a)](a;)) 

is periodic in t with period T* and is a solution to the problem: 

du 
-fi-(x,t) = dxAufat) - r(t)u(x,t)v(x,t),    xeti,    t > 0,      (6.9a) 

d£ d£ 
— (x, t, a) + Trfa t, a) = d2M(x, t, a) - \(t)£(x, *, a), x e fi, t > 0, a e [0, r + a] 
at oa t 

(6.9b) 

with 

u{x, 0) = 0,    rr € fi, (6.9c) 

^(x, 0, a) = [VXT*, T* - o)/i( •, T* - a)] (x), x € H, a G [0, r + a], 
(6.9d) 

l{x, t, 0) = h{x, t),    xeU,    t>0, (6.9e) 

and 

du d£ 
— =0,    T^ = 0,    xedQ,    t>0,    aG[0,r + o-].      (6.9f) 
an cm 

Therefore, in case (b), we have characterized the attractor of bounded solutions to the 
initial-value problem (2.3a)-(2.3f). □ 
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In conclusion, we have shown that under the assumption of periodicity in contact 
and mortality rates, and the addition of periodic source terms for both the susceptible 
and the infected populations, there exists a periodic solution of the SEIR model de- 
scribed by (2.3a)-(2.3f) (and the given hypothesis (i)-(vii)). We have also considered 
the cases where one or both source terms are zero, and further described the periodic 
solution in these cases. 

We remark that, instead of the "mass action" term r(t)u(x,t)v(x,t) of (2.3a) and 
(2.3f), a more general function f(t^%v) can be used to model the contact between 
susceptibles and infectives. We require / to be nonnegative, polynomially bounded, 
T* periodic, and 

f(t,%v) > r(t)uv 

on Q x [0,T*]. Then, using results from [14], we can show that all of our results ob- 
tained above are still valid. This more general approach will be the subject of future 
work. We also shall continue to investigate how other time-dependent distinguished 
solutions govern the dynamics of diffusive, age-dependent epidemic models. Of par- 
ticular interest will be the assessment of the role played by almost periodic solutions. 
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